SOCIAL NETWORKING
• Popularity of social networks via social media is on the increase:
• Estimated 2.3 billion social network users (Chaffey, 2016) • 10% increase between January 2015 & January 2016
• More than 1.6 billion Facebook users 
SOCIAL NETWORKING & FEMINISM
• Digital explosion of young feminists using social network sites
• Range of reasons behind feminist social media use:
• Enlarge & maintain feminist networks (Crossley, 2015) • To connect geographically distant feminist communities (Schuster, 2013) • Foster a sense of belonging (Baer, 2016) • Use of social media can provide an introduction to feminist thought & activism, and make feminism more accessible.
SHOUTING BACK
• A term used mainly by feminists
• A way of using social media in response to sexism, misogyny and social injustice both online and in real life
• Using a # to shout back on social media provides a platform for women to:
• to share experiences around sexism and harassment
• raise consciousness
• challenge dominant hegemonic discourses
• raise awareness about women's everyday realities in both the private and public sphere
SHOUTING BACK AS A FEMINIST TOOL
• 'shouting back' -responding using a hashtag in digital spaces
• Enables dialogue & debate between feminists & others (Crossley, 2015) • Enables quick & easy location of particular campaigns
• Makes feminist perspective available & accessible to a larger audience (Eagle, 2015) • Can be used to share experiences & garner support from others online
EVERYDAY SEXISM PROJECT EXAMPLES OF #EVERYDAYSEXISM ME TOO & TIMES UP CAMPAIGNS
• Movement against sexual harassment at work founded in early 2018 • Time's Up badges were worn by attendees of the Golden Globes, Oscars & BAFTAs to raise awareness of the campaign • Time's Up has raised $22 million for the legal defence fund to support women who have been sexually harassed at work "The clock has run out on sexual assault, harassment, and inequality in the workplace. It's time to do something about it."
ME TOO & TIMES UP CAMPAIGNS
• Using a # to demonstrate the scale of sexual harassment & gendered violence women experience in their everyday lives
#ASK THICKE
• Social media promotions unrelated to feminist campaigns have been commandeered (quite brilliantly) by feminist activists
• #AskThicke used by VH1 for Robin Thicke to interact with fans…
YOUTUBE PARODIES
• Blurred Lines feminist parody
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC1XtnLRLPM
• Frozen feminist parody
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H9K-hMDG9GY
TOKEN ACTIVISM?
• Use of social media as form of slacktivism or token activism (Kristofferson, White & Peloza, 2014) • Quick & accessible nature of social media can prevent grass roots or real world engagement with feminist activism
BUT…
• Digital spaces & social media are not a utopia for young women:
• Attacked or 'trolled' online
• Use of memes to proliferate sexist narratives
• Maintain & reflect power inequalities from the real world
• Exclusionary implications:
• Internet can platform some women but while excluding others
• Need for broadband connection/smartphone
• Need for digital labour to establish & maintain online presence (Fotopoulou, 2014) 
CONCLUSIONS
• Radical potential for shouting back to highlight sexism, inequality, misogyny & rape culture
• However, the importance of offline feminist movements should be valued
